With the rise of big data technologies, many smart transportation applications have been rapidly developed in recent years including bus arrival time predictions. This type of applications help passengers to plan trips more efficiently without wasting unpredictable amount of waiting time at bus stops. Many studies focus on improving the prediction accuracy of various machine learning and statistical models, while much less work demonstrate their applicability of being deployed and used in realistic urban settings. This paper tries to fill this gap by proposing a general and practical evaluation framework for analysing various widely used prediction models (i.e. delay, knearest-neighbor, kernel regression, additive model, and recurrent neural network using long short term memory) for bus arrival time. In particular, this framework contains a raw bus GPS data pre-processing method that needs much less number of input data points while still maintain satisfactory prediction results. This pre-processing method enables various models to predict arrival time at bus stops only, by using a kd-tree based nearest point search method. Based on this framework, using raw bus GPS dataset in different scales from the city of Dublin, Ireland, we also present preliminary results for city managers by analysing the practical strengths and weaknesses in both training and predicting stages of commonly used prediction models.
I. INTRODUCTION
The big data era nowadays has seen an unprecedented amount of data generated than ever before, which enables smart decision making in all walks of life, including transportation [1] . For example, city managers in Dublin, Ireland, have collected large-scale GPS dataset of buses' trajectories for predicting their arriving time, as shown in Figure 1 . GPS sensors are embedded on buses to report the real-time status (e.g. location and timestamp) periodically. Having collected these data, city managers can apply machine learning or statistical models to predict bus arrival times for potential passengers. Therefore, bus passengers can plan their trips more efficiently by avoiding excessive waiting time wasted at bus stops.
Many recent studies focus on improving the accuracy of the bus arrival time prediction. In 2011, k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) algorithm is applied to this problem [2] . This early research show that k-NN can provide predicted results with the mean absolute error less than about 3 minutes when the bus travelled at least around a quarter of its whole journey. A year later, the kernel regression (KR) [3] model is applied to improve k-NN by automatically selecting the proper number of most similar past trajectories for predictions, which have resulted in much stable arrival time estimations. Kormáksson et al. [4] proposed to use additive models, a more flexible tool that can combine multiple features and does not need GPS points interpolations to align different trips by fixed travelled distance. Last year, Pang et al. [5] adopted recurrent neural network with long short-term memory block (RNN-LSTM) to capture long-term dependencies of bus arrival times at different location points, which further improves the prediction results. Although the state-of-the-art bus arrival time predictions have been achieved more accurate and stable results, a performance analysis study using big data is missing for practitioners deploying them into realistic urban scenarios, by considering the trade-off between their accuracy and computation/storage requirement.
This paper tries to fill this gap by proposing a general and practical evaluation framework. In particular, this contribution can be divided into two parts as follows:
• An efficient bus GPS data pre-processing method that enables the comparison of many widely used prediction models. To make the prediction results comparable, due to the fact that the raw GPS data is often noisy and have irregular update frequency, most of the existing models need to normalise the raw GPS dataset per bus trip by interpolating timestamps at every fixed travelled distance (e.g. every 100 or 50 meters) [3] . However, bus passengers normally do not care the prediction at the location which is not bus stop. The proposed data pre-processing method also interpolates arrival time, but at bus stops only, by using nearest-point-search. As the bus stops for a certain bus trip are at fixed locations, it is applicable for various existing prediction models. Normally, the number of bus stops are much less than the number of interpolated GPS points used in the literature, and our method using k-d tree [6] to accelerate the nearest point search. Therefore, it can reduce computation significantly and still maintained satisfactory prediction results. • A preliminary performance analysis of commonly used prediction models for practitioners. Drawing on the aforementioned data pre-processing method, we evaluate five prediction models (delay, k-NN, KR, Additive, and RNN-LSTM) from the literature. To make this evaluation practical for city managers, we use a realistic dataset at different scales from the city of Dublin, Ireland, to demonstrate how their prediction accuracy and computation performance in training and predicting stages varies under different big data size. We summarize and analyze our evaluation results by comparing the mechanisms of these prediction models. We believe that these results can guide practitioners in deploying new smart prediction models in realistic urban settings.
II. DATA PRE-PROCESSING A. Data overview
We use open datasets which include bus schedules 1 and bus GPS 2 in the city of Dublin, Ireland. Bus schedule data, also known as General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data, specifies the route shapes, bus stops, and scheduled arrival times for each bus line. Bus GPS data contains about two months (i.e. November 2012 and January 2013) real-time status of buses such as timestamps (i.e. update frequency about 30 seconds), location, and relevant bus trip information. We pick bus line 46A (outbound, from Phoenix Park to Dun Laoghaire, also used in the literature [3] ) to study as it is the most frequent bus line in our dataset and it is a long bus trip (i.e. nearly 20km) that gives us enough points to study.
We define a bus trip as a bus movement from its first stop to its last one serving its predefined schedule. We denote such a bus trip as T , and T = {g 0 , g 1 , ..., g i , ..., g n−1 }, in which g 0 and g n−1 stand for the origin and destination points of this bus, respectively; g i is a 2-tuple (t i , d i ) that denotes the ith GPS point which travels t i seconds and d i meters away from g 0 .
B. Data pre-processing
Our proposed data pre-processing method contains two phases: trip segmentation and points interpolation.
The main objective of trip segmentation is to identify each bus trip from raw GPS dataset with the knowledge of GTFS 1 https://data.gov.ie/dataset/gtfs-dublin-bus 2 https://data.gov.ie/dataset/dublin-bus-gps-sample-data-from-dublin-citycouncil-insight-project data (i.e. bus trip definition). There are some well-known challenges in GPS data pre-processing [7] that our method needs to deal with. As shown in Figure 2 , stay points means that there are a lot more densely distributed GPS points around a fixed location, when a bus is approaching, staying, or leaving its destination or origin stop. It becomes tricky to find exact point when the bus arrives, leaves or stays at such stops. Sometimes, especially in tunnels and high building areas where GPS signal is not stable, noisy points can also be found which deviate spatially much further away from where they are supposed to be. Moreover, it is also common to have missing points for a long distance or time duration due to sensor failures.
Inspired by the work in [8] , we developed our trip segmentation method as follows:
1) Coarse filter. There are two data fields in the raw GPS dataset: vehicle and vehicle journey, which combined means a specific bus vehicle that runs a certain trip. Although these data fields are normally not reliable, we can use them to coarsely narrow down the range of a bus trip to be filtered. Then, for each roughly split bus trip, we do the followings: 2) De-duplication. There are many consecutive GPS points that have the exact location information but different timestamps. We remove such duplicated data points, which contributes to solve the stay points issue. 3) Further split by time. If the timestamp difference between two consecutive GPS points is higher than a predefined threshold (900 seconds in our case), we treat them as the last point of a trip and the first point of the next trip, respectively. This contributes to solve missing points and noisy points issues. 4) Judge direction. We use the first 30 GPS points of a certain coarse bus trip to judge the direction of a trip. For the case of bus line 46A, the task is to judge if it is outbound or inbound, as they are the same route but different directions. Note this also implicates that we dump out a coarse bus trip if it has less than 30 points as it does not have enough points for further analysis. In particular, we use the first GPS point and the 30th GPS point as a vector to calculate the cosine similarity with two predefined bus trips from GTFS dataset. This step contributes to solve the stay points and missing points issues. 5) Ensure completeness. We then further check if the first and last points of a certain rough trip is within the 300meters distance from its predefined origin and destination stops from GTFS dataset. We also ensure that the travel time and distance for the whole trip should not be less than the half of its predefined length and duration from GTFS dataset. This step overall contributes to avoid the missing points issue. After getting a set of cleaned and segmented bus GPS trips, as normally done in the literature [3] , to make the prediction models work and comparable, we need to interpolate them, every 100 meters to align different GPS bus trips to a unified fixed travel distance, which we call it distance-based trip. As shown in the Figure 3 , we propose a stop-based trip interpolation method based on a practical view that bus passengers only care about arrival times at bus stops, rather than many interpolated points at locations with a fixed distance gap. Additionally, it slows down the training and prediction process as the number of interpolated points are often a lot more than the number of bus stops. Our proposed stop-based trip interpolation method works as follows:
1) Construct kd-tree for each bus trip. We use kd-tree to accelerate the nearest-point search process. We only use the location information (i.e. latitude and longitude) as the index to build kd-tree. 2) Only select the GPS point that is the closest to each of its predefined bus stops. We loop through each bus stop sequentially in the predefined bus trip. For each bus stop iteration, we select its corresponding nearest GPS point in the GPS bus trip data. Then, to ensure all points in the resulted stop-based trip are still in chronological order, all the previous data points of the selected nearest point in the GPS bus trip data are removed. Finally, the kd-tree is updated for the next iteration. For all trips, we list the main statistics of the distance deviation from the selected nearest GPS point to its corresponding bus stop. From Table I we can see that this deviation is distributed around 33.53 meters on average with the standard deviation 111.72 meters. Moreover, there are 99% points that only have less than 244 meters away from its nearest bus stop. If we take 30km/h as an average travel speed for a bus, then this 244 meters accounts for less than 30 seconds travel time error. Thus, we conclude that our interpolation introduces acceptable noise levels in practice in terms of deviated distance. We also want to highlight that this low deviated distance is due to our efficient and rigorous data preprocessing method, as it always gives us a complete bus trip data to interpolate. 
III. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
We evaluate five prediction models: delay [3] , k-NN [2] , KR [3] , additive(BAM) [4] , and RNN-LSTM [5] . We implemented them along with the whole evaluation framework in Python and make the code accessible at a Github repository [9] , in which you can also find our pre-processed testing data about bus line 46A outbound. In particular, due to the limitation of the additive model Python library pyGAM 3 , we only implement the basic additive model (BAM) to compare. Besides, because of the limited data accessibility, for RNN-LSTM, we only use the trip departure time, travel time, travel distance, and travel distance for the next point to construct a input vector. We implement RNN-LSTM using Tensorflow 2.0 and we use Adam optimiser with learning rate 0.01.
After pre-processing, we have selected 4311 trips that we can use for evaluation. The "distance-based trip" interpolated from our testing dataset contains 191 points each trip, while our proposed "stop-based trip" includes 59 points each trip only. In the evaluation, we will demonstrate that our "stopbased trip" can reduce the computation time in both training and prediction process, while still maintained satisfactory accuracy.
In practice, city managers or engineers can only use historical data for training models to predict using real-time bus location updates, and these models will be re-trained after a certain time (normally, few weeks or months, as opposed to few seconds or minutes) using new data. Thus, we sort all 4311 trips in chronological order.
To assess the performance of these 5 models under various data scale, we divide all trips into 9 groups by choosing its first 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, and 4311 trips. Conventionally, for each of these 9 groups, we choose the first 80% trips for training, and the rest 20% trips for testing. We analyse the computation performance in training and prediction processes, respectively. Training process evaluation often indicates the amount of data that one can handle, while assessing prediction process tells us how well a model can be used in real-time settings.
Additionally, suppose we have m trips and n points for each trip, the predicted travelled time for the ith point in the jth trip ist j i . To assess the model accuracy, the following metrics are used:
• MAE: Mean absolute error. This metric represents the average absolute deviation of the estimated travel time from the actual travel time in seconds, which is intuitive for people to understand.
(1)
• MAPE: Mean absolute percentage error. This metric represents MAE in percentage with respect to the realistic travel time. Normally, the absolute error tends to be large for predicting the travel time at the place which is far from the current location. However, as the actual travel time at such far distance from the origin location is also large, using MAPE can normalize this effect.
• RMSE: Root mean squared error. This metric penalizes the estimated travel time that deviates too much from its realistic one.
Note that to make the prediction process more realistic, we simulate this process as a real time one, in which when a bus just started its trip, it predicts arrival time at all the rest n − 1 points / bus stops (the first point or bus stop is not required to be predicted as it is always 0). Generally, when a bus arrives the ith point / bus stop, it generates n − 1 − i estimates for the rest points / bus stops. When a bus arrives the final point or bus stop, it does not need to estimate. Thus, for a certain bus trip, it generates n 2 2 travel time estimates. For simplicity, we did not reflect them in Equation (1), (3), and (2).
The testing machine has CPU 1.6 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i5, memory 16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3, and SSD hard disk.
IV. EVALUATION RESULTS
We present and analyse our evaluation results in this section. Specifically, for each of the following evaluation subsections, we firstly compare how 5 models perform, then demonstrate the superiority that our "stop-based trip" interpolation method has over traditional "distance-based trip". We present LSTM separately as it requires tuning many hyper-parameters manually. We only test LSTM on 1000 trips and 3000 trips.
A. Training
The model k-NN does not have a normal training process, as its key parameter k, the number of nearest trajectories, is normally tuned manually, as opposed to automatically trained by computer. As shown in Table II , the delay model requires the least amount of training time, which is 2 to 4 times faster than KR, and at least 10 thousand times faster than additive model and LSTM shown in Table III . LSTM model requires the most computation during the training process. The time spent on tuning hyper-parameters is not included. Thus, in terms of training efficiency, we rank the 5 models as follows (left is the better, right is the worse):
The results also show that with the increasing size of input data, our "stop-based trip" can significantly reduce the amount of computation time required, up to about 5 times less, compared with the "distance-based trip" method. As in the realistic city scenario, prediction demand occurs every second for many bus trips for the city servers where the prediction is deployed, the prediction service running time presented here is a aggregated one which have included all testing trips per testing group at all stops, rather than the average prediction time per trip per stop or point. The prediction time spent by delay model and additive model are the least among all compared models. Only a few seconds required at most makes these two models very practical to deploy. The prediction computation cost of KR increases sharply with the growing size of input data. LSTM can not achieve fast prediction partly due to the fact that we are not testing it on GPU/TPU machines [10] , which are designed for accelerating the prediction process of deep learning models. Thus, in terms of predicting efficiency, we rank the 5 models as follows (left is the better, right is the worse):
Under the full data setting 4311 trips, k-NN needs about 1 minute, which makes it less practical, but with our "stopbased trip" method makes it more feasible to use by reducing the prediction time down to less than 15 seconds. KR is very sensitive to the big data. Traditional "distance-based trip" method makes it almost infeasible to use (longer than 1.5minutes to predict) when the input data size is greater than 1500, while our method can still make it feasible to use under full data settings (less than 1.5minute to predict).
C. Accuracy
As shown in Table V , VII, and VI, in general, for all models, the more data they have, the better results they can achieve. However, the improvements are marginal for the most cases when the input size of data is more than 2000 trips. LSTM achieves the highest prediction accuracy which is obviously much better than others. But a larger dataset does not guarantee a higher accuracy for LSTM as it requires deep learning experts working on tuning many hyper-parameters for a given dataset. Although delay model has advantages in saving training and predicting computation cost, it does not show good prediction results. The accuracy of additive model prediction is the worst but it might because that we only implemented a simple version, and we use a new Python library rather than R used in literature. Besides, we can see that the accuracy clearly improves with the increasing amount of input data. Such a trend can not be directly seen in other models. Thus, in terms of predicting accuracy, we rank the 5 models as follows (left is the better, right is the worse):
Our "stop-based trip" method does not compromise a lot accuracy loss, while in some cases it can even improves accuracy (e.g. 1000 trips using LSTM).
D. Summary
We give our review for all tested 5 models as follows:
• Delay: A simple and efficient model to start with. It requires the least computation cost and still can give acceptable prediction results. This prediction accuracy can not be greatly improved by feeding more data. • k-NN: It can generate better prediction results than delay model, but it requires hand tuning for parameter k. To achieve reasonable response time, when being deployed to predict in real time, the input data size should not be too much. • KR: It can provide very good prediction results in all accuracy metrics and it can be trained very fast. However, when being deployed to predict in real time, to achieve reasonable response time, it needs to control the amount of input data size carefully. • Additive: it is fast to be trained and deployed for prediction, as it only needs the trip departure time and current travel distance as the prediction inputs, rather than a partially traveled trajectory. If the data you have only contains travel distance and time, which means it is lack of multiple features (i.e. weather, hours of the day, etc), this model is not recommended due to low accuracy. • RNN-LSTM: Very accurate prediction model. But it requires deep learning experts for tuning hyper-parameters and large amount of data to train. It is also better to be deployed at high-end machines designed for deep learning such as TPU/GPU to accelerate its training and predicting process. Besides, we can summarize that our proposed "stop-based trip" interpolation method outperforms conventional "distancebased trip" method by significantly reducing the training and prediction computational cost, while still maintained satisfactory prediction accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To answer the question presented in the title: "Which is the Right Prediction Model for My Bus Arrival Time?", this paper proposed a general and practical evaluation framework. Specifically, we proposed an efficient bus GPS data pre-processing method that enables assessing various models to predict arrival time at bus stops only. Besides, this method is used for assessing 5 existing prediction models using scalable big data at Dublin, Ireland. A performance analysis for practitioners is presented for these models, from the perspectives of training cost, prediction cost, and prediction accuracy.
We open sourced our evaluation framework and model implementations at Github [9] . In the future, we hope to work with people who are interested in improving this evaluation framework allowing assessing more bus routes from multiple cities with more prediction models to come.
